Abstract. This study aims to research the applicability of the WOFOST model and predict winter wheat yield on a regional scale. The automatic information in study area could be achieved from the wireless sensor network (WSN) deployed in cropland. The observed results including the phenological dates, LAI and the yield are compared with the simulated results in WOFOST. It is found that the maximum deviation of observed and simulated days taken to anthesis is seven days, and the maximum deviation of observed and simulated days taken to maturity is five days. The simulated days to anthesis and days to maturity indicate that WOFOST model underestimates the phenological period of wheat in both years. Through the analysis of LAI, it can be seen that simulated results are agree well with the observed results, except the early stage of growth. The phenomenon can be attributed to the simulated growth period is earlier than the actual test. Moreover, the observed mean yields are 5410 and 5536 kg ha -1 during 2006-2007 and 2007-2008, respectively. The simulated mean yields are 5936 and 6027 kg ha -1 during 2006-2007 and 2007-2008, respectively. Based on the relative root mean square error, the modified WOFOST model presented a very good to fair estimation of wheat yields. The results of this study provide an important theoretical reference for WOFOST model monitoring and estimating winter wheat growth status on a regional scale. It indicates that WOFOST model is a useful tool in yield forecasting.
Introduction
With the growing of population and reducing of cropland, we are facing more and more serious food security issues. Accurate monitoring of crop growth and prediction of yield are crucial for agricultural management [1] . In the field experiment, taking into account all influencing factors is not realistic because the process is evidently time consuming and expensive [2] . Therefore, development or even validation of simulation model could be the best alternative to study production constraints of crops.
In recent years, many models have been developed to evaluate crops yield and their growth under different environmental conditions, management practices and considering effects of many variables on crops, such as EPIC, WOFOST, DSSAT, and AquaCrop [3] . Based on system analysis and computer simulation techniques, crop growth models can dynamically describe the fundamental processes such as photosynthesis, respiration, biomass partitioning and soil water balance [4] . The crop growth simulation model WOFOST is a member of family of Wageningen crop models [2] . It is a mechanistic process-based model which applies generic process description assuming that weather, soil and crop data are homogeneous [5] . Specifically, the growth-driving processes describe the plant growth based on light interception and CO 2 assimilation; the growth-controlling processes describe the crop phenological development [6] . According to the dimensionless variables, the crop development stages can be divided into three stages, i.e. zero representing emergence, one representing anthesis, and two representing maturity. Moreover, the WOFOST model can be applied in two modes: the potential mode, in which crop growth is determined by temperature, day length, solar radiation and genetic characteristics assuming absence of any water or other stress factors; the water-limited mode, in which crop growth is influenced by rainfall, soil type and field topography. In both modes, we assume that the nutrient supply is optimal, and other yield-limiting factors such as pests, weeds, and farm management are not considered [7] . LAI is one of the most important state variables in the WOFOST model, and it can indicate the potential grain yield. Moreover, LAI can indicate the ability of the crop to intercept solar radiation, which drives CO 2 assimilation [8] . Supit et al. [9, 10] studied the main annual crops over Europe under present and future conditions through WOFOST model. Reidsma et al. [11] researched its application in regional land evaluation, yield potential, risk analysis and yield forecasting in Europe and Africa. Moreover, Wolf et al. [12] have validated the modeling results from WOFOST versus experimental information by way of model comparison exercises.
The traditional planting pattern in the North China Plain is a winter wheat-summer maize rotation. China is considered to be one of the world's largest food producer, and winter wheat comprises about 85% of China's total summer grain production. Hence, accurate regional monitoring of wheat growth and yield prediction have become crucial for national food security and sustainable agricultural development. The aim of this modeling study is to assess winter wheat growth and yield in regional area in China using the WOFOST model. In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has become a research topics [13] . WSN is comprised of numbers of sensor nodes which are capable of sensing, processing, and transmitting environmental information [14] . The automatic information in study area could be achieved from the wireless sensor nodes deployed in cropland.
Materials and Methods

Study area and field data collection
The study was conducted in xiaotangshan national precision agriculture research demonstration base. The study area has a size of 1.65 hm 2 , and is dominated by winter wheat cultivation with an average temperature of 12℃. W inter wheat is generally planted at the beginning of September and harvested in June of the next year. The important phenological stages for winter wheat include the green-up stage, jointing stage, elongation stage, booting stage, heading stage, anthesis stage, and maturity stage. The daily weather data were recorded at agrometeorological observatory. The soil samples were collected and analyzed from the wireless sensor nodes deployed in cropland.
Evaluation of the results
To evaluate the difference between the simulated and measured values, the root mean square error (RMSE) and relative root mean square error (PRMSE) can be calculated as follows:
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where M i , S i , N, and M i are the measured value, the simulated value, the number of samples, and the average measured value, respectively. The value of RRMSE varies from 0 to 1. The value of RRMSE is more closer to 0, the model is more accurate. As proposed by Jamieson et al.
[15], prediction was considered excellent when the RRMSE < 10%, good if 10-20%, fair if 20-30% and poor if>30%.
Results and discussions Days taken to anthesis
To accurate simulate the crop growth and yield, the evaluation of the phasic development is the first step which assessing the performance of a simulation crop model. As shown in Table 1 
Conclusions
The anthesis date, days to maturity, the maximum leaf area index, the grain yield are simulated by the WOFOST model of wheat sown under different environmental conditions. It is found that the maximum deviation of observed and simulated days taken to anthesis was seven days, and the maximum deviation of observed and simulated days taken to maturity was five days. The simulated days to anthesis and days to maturity indicate that WOFOST model underestimates the phenological period for wheat in both years. Through the analysis of LAI, it can be seen that simulated results are agree well with the observed results, except the early stage of growth. The phenomenon can be attributed to the simulated growth period is earlier than the actual test. Moreover, the observed mean yields are 5410 and 5536 kg ha 
